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Abstract
The deformation behavior of wrought a-uranium is studied using electron backscattered diﬀraction and crystal plasticity modeling.
We report stress–strain response and texture evolution for 12 diﬀerent cases corresponding to tension and compression tests performed
on three diﬀerent initial textures: straight-rolled, clock-rolled and swaged a-uranium. It is seen that the response of a-uranium is highly
anisotropic owing to its low-symmetry orthorhombic crystal structure and limited number of slip/twin systems. For modeling this complex system, we adapt a multiscale dislocation-based hardening law developed earlier for hexagonal metals and implement it within a
viscoplastic self-consistent homogenization scheme. This hardening law performs well in capturing the anisotropic strain hardening
and the texture evolution in all studied samples. Comparisons of simulations and experiments allow us to infer basic information concerning the various slip and twin mechanisms, their interactions, and their role on strain hardening and texture evolution in a-uranium.
Ó 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Uranium; Constitutive modeling; Texture; Twinning; EBSD

1. Introduction
Polycrystal plasticity models have been evolving in order
to model increasingly complex deformation behaviors. The
degree of sophistication necessary to accurately model a
material generally scales with the number and types of
deformation modes active in a material. Metals with multiple active slip modes are more complicated than metals
with a single slip mode, and metals that deform by twinning are considerably more diﬃcult to model than metals
that only deform by dislocation slip. Uranium, an important metal for nuclear fuels and defense applications, is a
challenging material to accurately model because it exhibits
four diﬀerent slip modes and at least three diﬀerent defor-
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mation twinning modes. For this reason, uranium presents
a challenging test to the validity of deformation models.
At room temperature uranium has a base-centered orthorhombic crystal structure (a-uranium) with lattice parameters
a = 0.2852 nm, b = 0.5865 nm and c = 0.4945 nm [1]. Operation of multiple slip and twinning modes with low multiplicity
and widely diﬀerent activation stresses are generally necessary
to accommodate plastic strain. Consequently, the plastic
response is markedly anisotropic and hardening depends
strongly on texture and on the interactions between these slip
and twin modes. The only feasible approach for developing a
constitutive law for uranium is to base it on crystal plasticity
rather than on a continuum approach. To date, only a single
study [2] using a limited experimental data set has been conducted using crystal plasticity to model uranium.
Several studies in the 1950s through the early 1970s
examined the deformation mechanisms active in singlecrystal and large-grained uranium [1,3–6], and there have
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been some limited eﬀorts to model texture evolution during
processing of uranium [7,8]. More recently, the utilization
of new experimental characterization and modeling techniques has thrown new light on the basic deformation
behavior of uranium [2,9,10]. Up to 350 °C, the easiest slip
mode in a-uranium is (0 1 0)[1 0 0] [5,11]. The (0 0 1)[1 0 0]
slip mode operates mainly in the form of cross-slip up to
350 °C, when it becomes the primary slip mode [5,11], with
each of the above slip modes comprising only a single slip
system. The 1=2f0 2 1gh1 
1 2i slip mode is also found to be
an active deformation mode, with two slip systems. However, its activation requires a larger driving force than the
primary (0 1 0)[1 0 0] slip mode [5]. The 1=2f1 
1 2gh0 2 1i slip
mode oﬀers the additional degree of freedom necessary to
accommodate plastic strain in the [0 0 1] direction and,
thus, to accommodate an arbitrary plastic strain.
In addition to slip, twinning plays a signiﬁcant role in
plastic deformation of a-uranium. The most prominent
deformation twin in a-uranium is the f1 3 0gh3 
1 0i twin
mode [1,3,5]. The f1 7 2gh3 
1 2i twin mode and its reciprocal
twin f1 1 2gh3 
7 2i are also frequently observed in wrought
uranium [1,3,5]. The f1 3 0gh3 
1 0i and f1 7 2gh3 
1 2i twins
have twinning shears of 0.299 and 0.227, respectively,
and reorient the crystal lattice by 69.3° about [0 0 1] and
92.6° about h1070i, respectively. Depending on the twin
mode activity (i.e. the nucleation and the propagation),
the crystal lattice reorientation of the two twinning modes
is expected to have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on crystallographic texture evolution and strain hardening.
Deformation twinning contributes to strain hardening in
several ways. The propagation of the twin interface into a
domain containing dislocations can lead to: (1) transmutation
of dislocations from glissile to sessile, and (2) dissociation of
dislocations upon meeting the twin interface [12]. In addition,
it has been suggested that a Hall–Petch-type eﬀect could arise
from grain subdivision associated with twinning [13–15]. The
source of the Hall–Petch eﬀect is traditionally attributed to the
formation of pile-ups or to strain gradients at interfaces.
Finally, twinning also leads to crystal lattice reorientation into
either a harder or a softer orientation (texture hardening or
softening). In this case, the activation of slip (referred to as secondary slip) within twinned volumes can become particularly
relevant for hardening. For cases when twins grow at a fast
rate and readily consume entire grains, the Hall–Petch-like
hardening eﬀect is not expected to be signiﬁcant, and the
major contribution to strain hardening resulting from twinning will be through texture hardening [16].
In the present paper, we have conducted a number of
experiments and numerical simulations in an eﬀort to
explain and develop new physical insights into the phenomena described above. In particular, we have analyzed and
quantiﬁed the eﬀects of starting texture on microstructure
evolution and mechanical response of a-uranium. A large
body of experimental data has been collected using standard mechanical testing and electron backscattered diﬀraction (EBSD) on three classes of wrought a-uranium
samples having similar grain sizes but diﬀerent textures.
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The samples were classiﬁed according to their processing
history as clock-rolled (CR), straight-rolled (SR) and
swaged (SW). Some of the results presented regarding the
CR samples were published in previous papers [2,9]. However, for the sake of completeness of the present study, we
include some of these experimental results here. In recent
work [2] on the polycrystalline modeling of CR a-uranium
it was shown that a multiscale constitutive model developed initially for hexagonal polycrystalline metals can be
adapted for modeling the anisotropic stress–strain response
and texture evolution of a-uranium. Here we use the same
multiscale modeling approach as in Refs. [2,17], apply it to
a comprehensive set of experimental data and subsequently
interpret the model predictions in terms of the physical
inﬂuence of the various deformation mechanisms and their
interactions on the mechanical response, the strain-hardening rates and the texture evolution in a-uranium.
2. Materials and experimental methods
The starting materials were vacuum induction cast uranium ingots that were further processed by various series of
thermomechanical steps in order to introduce three diﬀerent microstructures and textures in the samples relevant
to the present study. For all materials, the ingots were ﬁrst
upset forged and then hot rolled at 640 °C in multiple
passes to a thickness of around 32 mm followed by annealing at 480 °C for 2 h. The materials were then warm rolled
at 330 °C in multiple passes to a thickness of 15 mm with
the CR material being rotated in multiples of 45° between
rolling passes, and the SR and SW material always having
the same rolling direction. A 15 mm diameter rod was
machined from part of the SR material to be swaged in
the ﬁnal working operation. The SW material was swaged
to a ﬁnal diameter of 9.6 mm at room temperature in a series of three swaging steps. The CR and SR materials were
warm rolled to a ﬁnal thickness of about 8 mm. Finally, all
materials were annealed at 550 °C for 2 h.
The processing summarized above resulted in three classes of the “starting” materials for our detailed characterization and mechanical testing: CR, SR and SW. The textures
and microstructures for each class of samples are shown in
the Figs. 1 and 2a, respectively. Each material exhibits
equiaxed, twin-free grains with an average grain size of
about 15 lm. Note that each processing route induces
orthotropic textures and, as a consequence, only one-quarter of the pole ﬁgures is shown. At ﬁrst glance, the three
classes of uranium exhibit similar textures with some subtle
diﬀerences that have a large impact on mechanical properties. Each class exhibits strong (0 0 1) intensity in the
through-thickness (TT3) direction, strong (0 1 0) intensity
in the in-plane 1 (IP1) direction and strong (1 0 0) intensity
in the in-plane 2 (IP2) direction. A primary diﬀerence is in
the degree of in-plane (directions perpendicular to 3) isotropy with CR having the most in-plane isotropy and SW
having the least. A good comparison is the (0 1 0) intensity
in the IP1 and IP2 directions for each class where SW has
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Fig. 1. Pole ﬁgures showing the initial texture in the as-annealed samples for each class of the material.

the biggest diﬀerence in (0 1 0) intensities in these directions
and CR has the smallest diﬀerence.
For the rolled materials, tensile samples were machined
in the IP1 and IP2 directions and compression samples
were machined in the IP1, IP2 and TT directions where
IP1 is the direction parallel to the ﬁnal rolling direction
and IP2 is the direction transverse to the ﬁnal rolling direction. For the SW material, tensile and compression samples
were machined from the SD(1) direction. The CR tensile
samples had a ﬂat dog-bone geometry with gage length
cross-section dimensions of 2.5 mm  6 mm and the SR
and SW tensile samples had a round geometry with a gage
diameter of 3 mm. All compression samples were right circular cylinders, some with 5 mm and some with 6.35 mm
diameters. The samples are grouped and presented according to the macroscopic deformation mode to be imposed
using the following conventions: IPC1, IPC2, IPT1, IPT2
and TTC3.
Constant-velocity tension and compression tests were
performed at a nominal strain rate of 103 s1 at room
temperature using a screw-driven Instron. Polished tungsten carbide platens were used to load the compression
samples lubricated with molybdenum disulﬁde grease to
reduce frictional eﬀects. The raw data was collected in
the form of load and displacement, and was corrected for
machine compliance before computing the true stress–
true strain curves. Separate samples were deformed to true
strains of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 in compression and to true
strains of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and failure in tension.

The specimens were prepared for EBSD using the procedure reported in detail in Refs. [2,18]. The complete list of
the samples examined by EBSD is shown in Table 1. Note
that some of the microstructure and texture measurements
are discussed in the paper, while more can be found in the
supplementary material. The automated EBSD data collection was performed using a TSL camera attached to a FEI
XL30 environmental scanning electron microscope at a
voltage of 25 kV. The EBSD scans used to obtain representative texture information were run with 5–10 lm step sizes
over an area of several square millimeters while the detailed
microstructure scans were run with a 0.2 lm step size over
an area of 200 lm  100 lm.
3. Polycrystalline modeling
A mean-ﬁeld, self-consistent method is used to model
the mechanical behavior of the polycrystalline a-uranium.
In the self-consistent approach, a polycrystal is represented
with a set of grains (each having an orientation and a volume fraction) representative of the texture of the material.
Each grain is treated as a viscoplastic inclusion embedded
in a homogeneous eﬀective medium, and the elementary
inclusion problem is solved using a Green function
approach [19,20]. Enforcing the macrohomogeneity condition of self-consistency between macroscopic stress and
grain averages allows one to derive the viscoplastic properties of the eﬀective medium. A detailed description of this
viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) model can be found in
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Fig. 2. Orientation maps of the microstructures for IPC1 to (a) 0.0, (b) 0.1 and (c) 0.2 strain. The colors in the orientation maps indicate the orientation of
the compression axis with respect to the crystal reference frame. In the corner of each orientation map is the compression direction inverse pole ﬁgure
showing the distribution of grain orientations in the compression direction. All IPF triangles have the crystal reference frame deﬁned as [1 0 0] to the right,
[0 1 0] upward and [0 0 1] in the center.

Table 1
List of characterized samples by EBSD as a function of strain.
0.5
IPC1

CR
SR
SW

0.1

0.15

0.2
U
U
U

U
U

U

U

IPC2

CR
SR

U

U

U

U
U

IPT1

CR
SR
SW

U

U
U

U

U
U

IPT2

CR
SR

U

U

U
U

U
U

TTC3

CR
SR

U

U
U

Ref. [20]. Here we concentrate on the equations necessary
for our interpretations.
3.1. Hardening model
The equations underlying the single-crystal dislocationbased hardening law implemented within the VPSC

homogenization framework are presented in Refs. [2,17]
and are brieﬂy summarized here. The modeling strategy
includes a composite grain (CG) model for dealing with
twinning reorientation and with the twinned domains
[14]. In this work we critically test and calibrate the model
using a comprehensive set of experimental data and provide new insights on the complex interactions between
the deformation modes.
Plastic deformation in each grain occurs via the activation of both slip and twin modes. The corresponding slip
or twin shear strain rate, c_ s , on a given system, s, is quantiﬁed using the power-law relation:
 s m1
s 
c_ ¼ c_ 0  s  signðss Þ:
sc
s

ð1Þ

Here c_ 0 , m, ss and ssc , are the reference slip rate, rate sensitivity parameter, resolved shear stress and threshold stress
on the slip system, respectively. It is noted that twin propagation is treated as a pseudo-slip mechanism, as originally
proposed in Ref. [21]. A rationale for such modeling of
twinning using the idea that twin thickening occurs primarily via the motion of twinning partial dislocations on the
twinning plane was provided in Ref. [22].
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Consistent with experimental evidence, the following
four slip modes (0 1 0)[1 0 0], (0 0 1)[1 0 0], 1=2f1 1 0gh1 1 0i
and 1=2f0 2 1gh1 
1 2i, and two twin modes f1 3 0gh3 1 0i

and f1 7 2gh3 1 2i are considered as potential systems for
accommodating the imposed plastic strain. Note here that
the reciprocal of the f1 7 2gh3 
1 2i twin mode, i.e.
f1 1 2gh3 
7 2i, is not considered due to the fact that the activation of both mechanisms occurs under nearly identical
loading conditions, making mathematical treatment of
both mechanisms not practical. As discussed in Ref. [23],
the atomic shuﬄes engendered by a type II twin and its
reciprocal twin are diﬀerent. Thus it is likely that the stress
required to propagate each twin mode are diﬀerent. The
choice is made here to consider only the f1 7 2gh3 
1 2i as
it requires less shuﬄing than its reciprocal twin and it is
usually observed in higher volume fractions.
The rate sensitivity parameter, m, is the same for both
slip and twinning and taken to be m = 0.05. The reference
slip rate, c_ 0 , is set equal to the macroscopic strain rate so as
to eliminate the rate sensitivity represented by m [24] to
guarantee that shear will take place when the resolved
shear stress is close to the threshold stress, ssc . Rate and
temperature eﬀects are accounted for in the functional
dependence of ssc with rate and temperature. The critical
resolved shear stresses (CRSS) of all slip systems or twin
variants within one mode a (or family) in a grain are
assumed to exhibit the same slip resistance.
In the case of slip, the CRSS is expressed as a sum of a
friction stress, sa0 , a forest dislocation interaction stress, safor ,
and a dislocation substructure interaction stress, sasub , i.e.
sac ¼ sa0 þ safor þ sasub :

ð2Þ

The evolution of safor and sasub is governed by the evolution
of the forest qafor and substructure qsub dislocation densities,
as described below. The eﬀect of forest dislocation density
is given by a traditional Taylor law [25]:
safor ¼ vba la

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qafor ;

ð3Þ

where v = 0.9 is a dislocation interaction parameter. Dislocation dynamics simulations show that the contribution to
hardening by dislocations stored within substructures, such
as cell walls, can be accounted for using [26]:


1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sasub ¼ k sub ba la qsub log a pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
ð4Þ
b qsub
Here ksub = 0.086 is an empirical parameter that recovers
the Taylor law for low substructure dislocation densities
[26]. Note that Eq. (4) takes into account the latent hardening eﬀects between slip systems implicitly through the substructure dislocations arising from the eﬀects of imperfect
recovery on all slip systems within the grain, rather than
by including those dislocations in Eq. (3).
The evolution of the stored forest density, qafor , is governed by competition between the rate of storage and the
rate of dynamic recovery:

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
@qafor @qagen;for @qarem;for
¼

¼ k a1 qafor  k a2 qafor ;
a
a
a
@c
@c
@c

ð5Þ

where k a1 is a rate-insensitive coeﬃcient for dislocation storage by statistical trapping of gliding dislocations by forest
obstacles and k a2 is a rate-sensitive coeﬃcient that accounts
for dynamic recovery by thermally activated mechanisms.
The latter coeﬃcient, k a2 , is given by [17]:

 
k a2 vba
kT
e_
¼
1

ln
:
ð6Þ
a
3
a
a
k1
g
e_ 0
Db
In Eq. (6), k, e_ 0 ; ga and Da are, respectively, the Boltzmann
constant, a reference strain rate, an eﬀective activation enthalpy and a drag stress. Dynamic recovery is often associated with thermal activation of dislocation cross-slip and
climb, and the formation of dislocation substructures is
concomitant with these recovery processes. As a consequence, in the model the rate of substructure development
is coupled to the rate of recovery of all active dislocations
through:
a
X
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ @qrem;for a
dqsub ¼ q
f a ba qsub
dc ;
ð7Þ
@ca
a
where the product of q as a rate coeﬃcient and fa as an atype dislocation recovery rate coeﬃcient deﬁnes the fraction of dislocations that leads to substructure formation;
the rest leads to annihilation.
The CRSS for twin activation accounts for a temperature-independent friction term, sb0 , and a latent hardening
term coupling slip and twin systems. Therefore, the CRSS
for twinning is given by:
X
sbc ¼ sb0 þ lb
C ab bb ba qafor :
ð8Þ
b

b

b

Here l , b , and Cab are the elastic shear modulus on the
system, the Burgers vector or shear direction of a given system, and the latent hardening matrix, respectively. The
twin transformation is modeled via the CG model [14]. In
brief, CG consists of identifying in each grain the twin system with the highest shear-rate among all active twin systems, i.e. the predominant twin system (PTS) in each
grain, and partitioning the grain into a stack of ﬂat ellipsoids having the crystallographic orientation of the predominant twin and the matrix, respectively. The short
axis of the ellipsoids is perpendicular to the twin plane.
As more shear is contributed by the twin, volume fraction
is transferred from the parent to the twin: the ellipsoids
representing the twins thicken, and the ones representing
the parent shrink. Except for the volume transfer coupling,
the twin and the parent ellipsoids are treated as independent inclusions in the model.
3.2. Simulation set-up and yield stress
The discrete distributions of orientations used in the
simulations are constructed from the EBSD measurements
done on the annealed samples of each type of material, i.e.
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CR, SR and SW. The measured EBSD sections comprise of
well over 100,000 grains, and are reduced to 10,000 orientations chosen so as to reproduce the experimental textures
shown in Fig 1. The pole ﬁgures of the simulation textures
are essentially indistinguishable from the experimental ones
depicted in Fig. 1, and are not shown. Axial tension or
compression up to 20% strain is simulated by imposing
0.2% strain increments along the corresponding direction,
while enforcing zero average stress along the two lateral
directions of the sample. The hardening parameters are calibrated using the experimental data presented in the previous section. They are given in Tables 2 and 3 for the slip
modes and the twin modes, respectively, and will be discussed in the subsequent sections.
The mechanical properties of a-uranium are characterized by strong thermal, elastic and plastic anisotropies.
As a consequence, temperature changes during processing
result in unavoidable internal stresses in uranium aggregates. In addition, large diﬀerences in CRSS between diﬀerent modes are typical. These eﬀects lead to an extended
elastoplastic transition upon loading. The objective of the
present study is to understand the plastic deformation
mechanisms and their interactions via the use of the dislocation density constitutive model described above. However, because the viscoplastic formulation does not
capture the elastoplastic transition, calibrating the hardening law parameters with VPSC from the beginning of
deformation leads to values not representative of the purely
plastic process. As a consequence, we devised a procedure
for estimating the strain associated with the end of the elastoplastic transition, and so for deﬁning a yield point. The
comparison between VPSC and experimental results is
done starting at the strain at yield.
The procedure is based on ﬁrst running an elastoplastic
self-consistent (EPSC) simulation based on the model originally proposed by Turner and Tomé [27], and adapted
recently by Clausen et al. [28] to include the dislocationbased hardening law described above. We simulate cooling
from the stress-free state at 400 °C [9] to room temperature
to build-up the annealed-state internal stresses followed by
a 3% tensile or compressive loading along each of the main
sample axes. This simulation is approximate because it disregards plastic deformation during cooling, assumes no
twinning activity during the elastoplastic transition, and
uses hardening parameters which are close to but not equal
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Table 3
Twin mode hardening parameters.
sao (MPa)
ab

C , a=1
Cab, a = 2
Cab, a = 3
Cab, a = 4
bb (nm)

b = 1{1 3 0}

b = 2{1 7 2}

70
1000
500
500
3100
0.1036

235
1000
500
500
1000
1.433

to those eventually ﬁt using VPSC. The determination of
the yield stresses is rather ambiguous. One extreme is to
consider the initiation of elastoplasticity when slip starts
in a few grains but deformation is still mostly controlled
by elasticity. The other extreme is when every grain in
the material has reached full plasticity. Because of the
extended character of the elastoplastic transition, both
states are considerably apart, and in the present study we
use a criterion based on an average measure of plastic
activity. Speciﬁcally, we compute the average number of
active systems (AVACS) per grain, in EPSC and VPSC
simulations, as a function of strain (in VPSC a system is
considered active if the shear rate it contributes is at least
5% of the shear rate of the most active system in the grain).
We deﬁne the yield stress where the monotonically increasing AVACS predicted by EPSC as the elastoplastic transition takes place equals the AVACS predicted by VPSC in
the ﬁrst loading step. The strains used to shift the VPSC
curves and the corresponding yield stresses are summarized
in Table 4 for each of the materials and tests.
While twinning contribution to shear is not considered
in the EPSC simulation, it is implicitly assumed that during
the elastoplastic transition there will be some twin nucleation induced by the slip activity. This is important since
our VPSC simulations allow twinning to start right from
the beginning of the deformation, and current theories
[16,29,30] for the activation of deformation twinning rely
on previous dislocation activity and stress concentrations
at boundaries resulting from prior deformation.
4. Results
Fig. 4 compares the measured and predicted stress–
strain responses for the three classes of a-uranium

Table 2
Slip mode hardening parameters.
a = 1 [1 0 0](0 1 0)
a

b (nm)
ja1 (m1)
e_ a0 (s1)
ga
Dao (MPa)
fa
sao (MPa)
q

1

2.85  10
1.65  109
107
3.2  104
4100
20
188
4

a = 2 [1 0 0](0 0 1)
1

2.85  10
9.0  108
107
3.2  104
3000
0
375
4

a = 3 h1 1 1i{1 1 0}
1

6.51  10
3.3  108
107
1.0  103
700
20
500
4

a = 4 h1 1 2i{0 2 1}
11.85  101
1.5  108
107
4.0  103
1000
0
600
4
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Table 4
Yield stress (MPa) corresponding to the 0.002 oﬀ-set strain and to the estimated strain using EPSC at the onset of VPSC calculations. Values of yield stress
at the onset of VPSC calculations are given for the experimental curves as well as for the simulated curves.
CR
Strain
Yield stress

SR

SW

Oﬀset
Exp.

EPSC estimate
Exp.

EPSC estimate
Sim.

Oﬀset
Exp.

EPSC estimate
Exp.

EPSC estimate
Sim.

Oﬀset
Exp.

EPSC estimate
Exp.

EPSC estimate
Sim.

IPC1

0.002
300

0.016
460

0.016
455

0.002
290

0.014
405

0.014
405

0.002
280

0.010
320

0.010
320

IPC2

0.002
335

0.017
510

0.017
585

0.002
495

0.014
650

0.014
650

IPT1

0.002
280

0.025
605

0.025
615

0.002
420

0.018
660

0.018
660

0.002
500

0.021
740

0.021
740

IPT2

0.002
305

0.023
520

0.023
520

0.002
320

0.020
485

0.020
485

TTC3

0.002
560

0.021
770

0.021
805

0.002
590

0.022
805

0.022
805

Fig. 3. Orientation maps for SR material deformed by IPT1 0.1 strain (a and b) and by IPC2 0.2 strain (c and d). The colors in the orientation maps
indicate the orientation of the tension/compression axis with respect to the crystal reference frame. {1 3 0} twin boundaries are colored red. Regions that
appear similar to twins but do not have red boundaries are the deformation bands discussed in the text.

samples measured in compression and tension in the
three mutually perpendicular directions described earlier.
The stress–strain responses conﬁrm the strong anisotropy
exhibited by a-uranium in its plastic response within each
of the sample classes. Between the sample classes, the
strongest textured SW sample exhibits the highest degree
of anisotropy. Table 4 displays the strain-at-yield calculated with the criterion explained above, together with
the experimental and VPSC predicted yield stress at that
strain for all cases. Observe that the strain-at-yield
always exceeds 1% and can be as high as 2.5% (CRIPT1). For completeness, and also to show how using
a classic criterion can give very diﬀerent results, we show
in Table 4 the yield stress associated with the 0.002 oﬀset
yield-strength criterion. The hardening parameters calibrated in this paper successfully reproduce the measured
mechanical response of the IPC1, IPT2 and TTC3 loading test and reasonably well reproduce those corresponding to the IPC2 and IPT1 loading directions. Since the
only diﬀerence between materials is the texture, the
implication is that the hardening parameters are qualitatively right. In addition, in all cases the model captures

the characteristic increase in hardening rate associated
with twinning activity, which manifests as an inﬂection
in the stress–strain response. The implication is that the
twining model is qualitatively correct. It was found that
the constants established in the previous work [2] did not
reproduce well some of the measured stress–strain curves
and texture evolution in the samples with higher degrees
of texture anisotropy. Therefore, the new hardening constants diﬀer from those reported in the previous paper [2]
in which only the CR mechanical response and texture
evolutions were available.
The EBSD maps of the IPC1 and IPT1 deformed samples
at strains of 0.1 and 0.2 are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 5
shows the comparison between the measured and predicted
textures at a strain of 0.2. Visually the model captures well
the texture evolution in all CR, SR and SW loading conditions. The supplementary ﬁle contains comparisons for all
textures measured at strains of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15 as reported
in Table 1.
The diﬀerence between the predicted and the measure
textures are quantiﬁed using the pole ﬁgure diﬀerence
(PFD) parameter. The PFD factor is deﬁned as:
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Fig. 4. Simple compression and simple tension response at room temperature on annealed samples of clock-rolled (CR), straight-rolled (SR) and swaged
(SW) uranium along the direction indicated in the plots: measured (solid lines) and predicted (dashed lines) true stress–true strain response. The last plot is
a collection of experimental stress–strain curves showing the variation of properties obtained from diﬀerent starting textures.

PFD

hkl


R 2p R 2p  meas
pred 
I

I

ðu;hÞ sinhdhdu
u¼0 h¼0 ðu;hÞ

:
¼ R 2p R 2p 
pred 
meas
I
þ
I

ðu;hÞ sinh dh du
u¼0 h¼0 ðu;hÞ

ð9Þ

The average value of the PFD factor, taken over (0 0 1),
(0 1 0) and (1 0 0) pole ﬁgures, is reported in Table 5. A value of PFD = 0 corresponds to a perfect match between the
measured and the predicted pole ﬁgures and PFD = 1 corresponds to a perfect mismatch. Two textures with a
PFD < 0.2 are considered to be in good agreement, and
PFD < 0.1 represents excellent agreement. The computed
values show that the present model and the hardening
parameters established in this paper successfully capture

concomitant texture evolution in the CR, SR and SW
material.
An accurate prediction of the mechanical response and
texture evolution of the 12 tested samples is an indication
that the predicted relative activities of the slip and twin
modes contributing to plastic deformation are reasonable.
Two sets of relative activity plots of SR samples are shown
in Fig. 6, with each set consisting of two plots: one for the
mode activity within the parent material and one for the
mode activity within the twinned material. Only the SR
case is displayed because the activities for the CR and
SW cases are qualitatively similar to SR for any given testing direction. The predicted and measured {1 3 0} evolution
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SW SDC
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Fig. 5. Pole ﬁgures showing measured (on the left) and predicted (on the right) textures at the strain of 0.2 for the clock-rolled (CR), straight-rolled (SR)
and swaged (SW) samples deformed along the directions indicated in the ﬁgure.
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Table 5
Average pole ﬁgure diﬀerence (PFD) parameter between the measured (EBSD) and the predicted (VPSC) textures at the strain of 0.2.

CR
SR
SW

Initial

IPC1

IPC2

IPT1

IPT2

TTC3

0.02636
0.02803
0.03983

0.14917
0.17235
0.200173

0.12421
0.14346
–

0.14546
0.14144
–

0.20719
0.18619
–

0.12230
0.18310
–

of twin volume fractions are shown in Fig. 7 for all samples
and testing directions.
Considering that the CG model represents a simpliﬁed
scheme for treating twinning (it only tracks the PTS in any
given grain), and considering that the experimental twin
fraction measurements slightly underestimate the actual
twin fractions [2], we regard the match between experimental
and simulated twin fractions in Fig. 7 as very good.
5. Discussion
5.1. Deformation regime dominated by profuse twinning and
secondary slip
A simple Schmid factor analysis of the pole ﬁgures for
the annealed samples in Fig. 1 suggests that the fraction
of grains favorably oriented for twinning increases from
the CR to the SW samples when loaded in IPC1 and
IPT2. Fig. 8 shows the area fraction distribution of variant
1 {1 3 0} twin Schmid factors for IPC1 loading in each of
the materials both before and after deformation to a strain
of 0.2. The substantial change that the distribution experiences with deformation is almost entirely due to twin
activity.
The concave shape of the IPC1 and IPT2 true stress–
true strain curves shown in Fig. 4 is also an indication of
twinning-dominated deformation. The associated strainhardening behaviors shown in Fig. 9 conﬁrm the major
contribution of twinning to plasticity of a-uranium
deformed in the IPC1 and IPT2 directions. The strainhardening rates plotted in Fig. 9 are computed numerically
from the stress–strain curves shown in Fig. 4 and are normalized by the shear modulus to facilitate comparisons
with published data on other metals [16]. It is seen that
the hardening rates reach a minimum prior to increasing
to a local maximum and eventually decrease. The plots of
strain-hardening rate also show that the twinning activity
increases from the CR material to the SW material
deformed in IPC1.
It is evident from this combined experimental and modeling study that twinning plays a signiﬁcant role in the
IPC1 and the IPT2 deformation of a-uranium at room
temperature. The volume fraction of twinned material in
the SW IPC1 is more than 70% at a strain of 0.2. It is
higher than in the CR and the SR samples, which show
twin volume fractions of about 40% and 55%, respectively.
The EBSD measurements show the fraction of {1 3 0} twins
to be far greater than that of {1 7 2} twins. By a strain of
0.2, EBSD orientation maps show deformation twins that
often encompass entire grains. The respective twin

resistances for {1 3 0} and {1 7 2} twins are predicted to
be 88 and 235 MPa, respectively (Table 3). Compared with
the slip mode resistances (Table 2), the {1 3 0} twin mode is
the easiest deformation mode.
Deformation twins, while growing and accommodating
plastic strain, reorient grains either to harder or to softer
orientations, so inducing either texture hardening or softening. The activation of {1 3 0} twinning in uranium in
both tension and compression and {1 7 2} twinning in compression results in texture hardening. The fact that all three
IPC1 stress–strain curves exhibit larger slopes with SW
being the largest is evidence that twinning induces hardening by reorientation (Fig. 9). Because twins in uranium are
observed to grow rapidly, for modeling it is suﬃcient to
account only for the texture hardening eﬀect induced by
twins while ignoring Hall–Petch-type eﬀects. The fact that
the model captures the highly anisotropic mechanical
behavior of a-uranium quite well clearly conﬁrms our reasoning. The model explicitly accounts for the texture hardening by reorienting the grains.
The predicted deformation modes show substantial
activity of deformation twinning in the parent material.
In order to further deform, the twinned volumes require
activation of secondary slip involving the relatively hard
{1 1 0}h1 1 0i mode (see IPC1, IPT2 in Fig. 6). The eﬀect
is more pronounced in the SW material than in the CR
material deforming in the IPC1 and IPT2 directions.
5.2. Deformation regime dominated by slip-band formation
We focus here on the monotonic IPC2 and IPT1 loading. It is found that the model is less precise for these than
for the previous cases. While twinning is present in these
cases, it is predicted that (0 1 0)[1 0 0] slip contributes more
signiﬁcantly to plastic deformation with (0 0 1)[1 0 0] contributing to a lesser extent. The activity plots in Fig. 6
and the evolution of the strain-hardening rates as a function of normalized stress in Fig. 10 also show the presence
of twinning as a deformation mechanism, but the increasing work-hardening rate commonly attributed to twinning
is not as well deﬁned as in the previous case. Twinning is
accompanied by other potential hardening mechanisms:
twin–slip interaction and secondary slip. It is found that
the plateau reached is the consequence of both twinning
and the fact that the most active deformation mode reaches
stage 4 hardening. The SW IPT1 curve exhibits less hardening and less twin activity (note the hardening rates in
Fig. 10).
Finally, EBSD observations show the presence of bands
associated with a combination of {1 1 0}h1 
1 0i and
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Fig. 6. Predicted relative activities of each deformation mode contributing to plasticity in both the parent grain (on the left) and the twin (on the right) for
SR samples in the macroscopic deformation mode groups (IPC1, IPC2, IPT1, IPT2 and TTC3). Also plotted is the parent material (on the left) and
twinned material (on the right) volume fraction.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of {1 3 0} twin volume fractions in the samples predicted by VPSC (lines) and measured by EBSD (symbols) as a function of strain.

(0 1 0)[1 0 0] slip in grains oriented near (0 1 0) tension and
(1 0 0) compression. Although the EBSD data is not deﬁnitive because of its 2-D nature, the reorientation within the
bands and the orientation of the band boundaries is consistent with these slip modes. Within the bands, we observe a
rotation toward (0 1 0) in compression and toward [1 0 0] in
tension, both rotations occurring about [0 0 1]. In addition,
2-D-based {1 1 0} plane traces consistently align with the
band boundary traces. Interestingly, we observe {1 3 0}
twins within these bands and terminating at the band
boundaries. While the grains are initially poorly oriented
for {1 3 0} twinning, the localized slip within the bands
results in a new orientation that is favorable for twinning.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst observation of
localized twinning occurring within localized slip bands.
The non-zero value of the coeﬃcient fa = 20 deﬁning the
fraction of a-type dislocation recovery rate leading to substructure formation in the model is consistent with this
observation. The slip band eﬀect is more pronounced for
(1 0 0) compression than (0 1 0) tension, most likely because

{1 1 0}h1 1 0i slip is the only mechanism that will accommodate (1 0 0) compression, whereas (0 1 0) tension is also
accommodated by {0 2 1}h1 1 2i slip.
5.3. Slip-dominated deformation regime
When the SR and the CR samples are subjected to TTC
tests, it is observed and predicted that most of the imposed
plastic deformation is accomodated by slip activity. After
0.2 strain, less than 20% of the grains were reoriented by
twinning. In addition, it is found that little texture evolution occurs during deformation (see Fig. 5).
It is predicted that the (0 0 1)[1 0 0], (0 1 0)[1 0 0] and
{021}h1 1 2i slip modes contribute to the plastic deformation with a smaller contribution of ð1 1 0Þ[1 1 0] slip. Activation of all slip modes can be rationalized by the low
number of glide systems per mode available in a-uranium.
The two dominant mechanisms activated are (0 1 0)[1 0 0]
and (0 2 1)h1 –1 2i slip. The (0 0 1)[1 0 0] slip mode has an initial resistance of 188 MPa while the {0 2 1}h1 
1 2i has a
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amount of debris formation, it is concluded that the structure of the dislocation cores are likely to be diﬀerent.
Interestingly, the parameters obtained suggest that only
(0 1 0)[1 0 0] and f1 1 0gh110i slip are likely to induce stage 4
(i.e. the values of f are not null). However, the contribution
of the former is clearly dominant. Therefore, the interaction between the (0 1 0)[1 0 0] dislocations with all other
active modes is the primary sources of debris, possibly in
the form of the sessile or immobilized dislocation segments.
Finally, the large empirical value of the latent hardening
constant that we ﬁt by coupling f0 2 1gh1 1 2i and {1 3 0}
twins (C41 = 3100) suggests that this slip activity is delaying
the twin nucleation.
Fig. 8. Area fraction distribution of variant 1 Schmid factor before
deformation and after IPC1 deformation for CR, SR and SW samples.
Note the shift in the distribution with deformation for all three classes of
the samples.

resistance of 600 MPa. It is expected here that substantial
cross-slip could occur as both the (0 0 1)[1 0 0] and
(0 1 0)[1 0 0] systems are active simultaneously and they
are predicted to have the same activation enthalpy ga. As
both the (0 0 1)[1 0 0] and the (0 1 0)[1 0 0] dislocations have
the same Burgers vector and do not lead to the same

6. Conclusions
The following primary conclusions are drawn from this
study:
(a) Wrought uranium with three diﬀerent “initial” textures was created by diﬀerent combinations of thermomechanical processes. The initial crystallographic
texture is a signiﬁcant factor in determining the level
of anisotropy in the mechanical behavior of a-uranium. As an example, the samples deformed in the

Fig. 9. Normalized strain-hardening rates corresponding to the true stress–true strain curves in Fig. 2 for IPC1 and the IPT2 deformation.

Fig. 10. Normalized strain-hardening rates corresponding to the true stress–true strain curves in Fig. 2 for IPC2 and IPT1 deformation.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

IPT1 direction have a yield stress of 280 MPa for the
CR material and 500 MPa for the SW material,
respectively.
Among the samples studied, a majority of grains are
favorably oriented for {1 3 0} twinning in the SW
samples, and when deformed in the IPC1 direction,
the volume fraction of twinned material is greater
than 70% at a strain of 0.2. The SR and the CR samples also exhibited profuse {1 3 0} twinning for IPC1.
IPT2 deformation was similar to IPC1 deformation.
The {1 3 0} twins contribute to the hardening of the
material mainly by reorienting the grains from a
softer to a harder orientation.
The samples deformed in IPC2 and IPT1 exhibit a
smaller twinning contribution and larger slip contribution to plasticity. In addition, activity of
{1 1 0}h1 
1 0i and (0 1 0)[1 0 0) type dislocations form
localized slip bands. The combined activity of these
modes within the bands results in crystallographic
rotations from unfavorable to more favorable orientations for twinning, and {1 3 0} twins are found
within the bands in these samples.
Slip-dominated deformation was observed in SR and
the CR samples subjected to TTC deformation. It is
found here that little texture evolution occurs during
deformation.
The hardening law adapted from the earlier studies
on hexagonal metals and implemented within the
VPSC homogenization scheme performs well in capturing the anisotropic strain hardening and the texture evolution in all 12 studied samples. The
predictions of the deformation mode activities are
consistent with experimental observations. The good
modeling results represent a signiﬁcant incentive for
incorporating the present VPSC-based constitutive
model of uranium into ﬁnite-element frameworks
[31,32] to facilitate process design and mechanical
evaluation of uranium components.
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